Mark loves to save goals and win
matches with his local 5-a-side football team…he also loves to see his
engineering business succeed

The Business One Page
Plan has helped Mark
focus on the right KPIs
and save a few ‘own
goals’. And this new
focus has driven some
brave decisions
Mark and his renewed management team
have improved product quality.
They have also tackled a challenging
pricing issue and driven profits up
considerably…
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The continuous ebb and flow of business keeps most business
owners more than fully occupied. When you manage a 40-personstrong, wire-harness business in a 15,000sq/ft factory you’re
never short of things to do and things to think about. This is
Mark’s hectic experience of running Fargo Assembly in Hinckley,
Leicestershire. The sheer volume of day-to-day decisions devours
Mark’s time.

From doubt to decisions…
As a conscientious managing director Mark could see the value
of stepping back occasionally. A little time-out from managing
the day-to-day, week-to-week melee at Fargo would be valuable,
especially if he also got a trustworthy second opinion for the
tougher decisions. This is why he liked the idea of the Business
One Page Plan.

Keeping goal can be lonely and frustrating…
Outside of business Mark loves keeping goal for his local
5-a-side football team. He is used to being the sole last line of
defence (but never likes picking the ball out of the net). Being
the last line of defence makes sense in football, but surely his
5-person management team should prevent him having to pick
up so many ‘dropped balls’ and ‘own goals’ in the business?

Having a sounding board pays dividends…
When Mark started with the monthly Business One Page Plan
his management team was the early focus. Mark was regularly
picking up ‘dropped balls’ – missed opportunities and mistakes
– that he expected his team to deal with. It was disheartening.
The Business One Page Plan meetings challenged Mark to
look at his management team in a different light. So Mark
‘grasped the nettle’ and set about improving his management
team through training, greater accountability and more drastic
decisions when necessary. He’s now seeing fewer ‘dropped balls’
and feels happier and more confident about the ability of his
team and his company’s ability to meet customer needs.

The KPIs showed three customers making fair and
reasonable profits. A fourth customer was found to be
adding nothing to the profits of the business. Mark needed
a fresh look at pricing, never an easy discussion with a large
important customer! Because the monthly meetings resulted
in a ‘holding to account’ of decisions made, Mark pushed
the new pricing through – he didn’t want to drop the
‘pricing ball’. Fortunately the customer has stayed with
Fargo and now adds to the company’s profits.

A drive for quality…
With so few customers product quality is a key issue. And so
Mark uses the Business One Page Plan to report on the quality
standards across the business. This too has driven decisions
and action and results. This quality focus has driven Mark and
his team to pursue Caterpillar’s Supplier Quality Excellence
Programme (SQEP). Within 18 months of chasing this quality
standard Fargo have jumped from the bronze SQEP award to the
platinum SQEP award. This not only tells Caterpillar a lot about
Fargo but also tells Fargo’s other customers how good they are.

New quality standard opens doors…
Fargo has been successful supplying one main Caterpillar site
for several years. But with their new SQEP platinum badge of
honour they are increased sales to existing Caterpillar sites and
are looking at supplying other major Caterpillar operations in
the UK and abroad. Mark has high hopes that this will help
grow the company’s sales and profits again. What could you and
your business achieve if you used the Business One Page Plan
like Mark does at Fargo?

Monthly KPIs and a few brave decisions
deliver £1.4m of sales growth:
• Q
 uality standards impress biggest customer
and result in greater sales and profits
•	Tough pricing decision improves profits
•	Improved management team make Mark’s
job easier and more enjoyable

It’s risky working with only a handful
of customers
Fargo’s best-known customer for their wire-harnesses is
Caterpillar, the ‘digger’ company. Fargo also supplies other
‘yellow’ goods companies, but has only four main clients. With
so few customers it’s vital each customer is kept happy. It’s also
vital that each of the handful of customers also makes a profit
for Fargo. One wrong step, one dropped ball, and a large chunk
of the business sales or profits can be lost.

No hiding from the numbers…
With a renewed focus on Mark’s important KPIs (Key
Performance Indicators) the Business One Page Plan gave
Mark an insight into the profit per job and profit per customer.
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A few brave decisions improve quality and signpost more
business for this local manufacturing business…

Results speak for themselves...
In three years Fargo have added £1.4m to their turnover and
increased profit margins too. The monthly Business One Page
Plan meetings continue and Mark is looking forward to greater
progress in the coming months and years.

Your next steps…
To find out more about the Business One Page Plan process or
find out more about how The Profit Key can help unlock the
potential in your business call 01530 416555 or email
ian@theprofitkey.co.uk
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